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XAVIER NEWS 
VOL. LVlll NO. 17 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 
WEDN.ESDAY, MARCH 21, 1973 
(News photo by F. Abate) 
Dr; Hans Schmidt. Associate Profes-
s or of Psycholo1y. said at the 
recently held Academic Forum that 
lack of pro1ress in academic areas 
rests with the students. 
Sharp exchange at ''core" forum 
by Frank Landry 
News Editor 
A sharp series of exchanges highlighted 
the Alpha Sigma Nu Academic Forum 
which was held in Kelley Auditorium on 
Friday, March 16. The Forum, which fea-
tured discussion on the Xavier University 
Core-curriculum, attracted a sizeable gath-
ering of students and faculty members. 
A five member panel of faculty members· 
served to express individual outlooks on 
the core-curriculum as well as to field ques-
tions from those in attendance. Members 
of the panel were: Rev. Stanley Tillman, 
S.J., Professor of Philosophy; Rev. Thomas 
G. Savage, S.J., English Department 
Chariman, Dr. Peter Carusone, Assistant 
Professor of Marketing; Dr. Charles Cus-
ick, Chairman of the Department of Biol-
. ogy; and Dr. Matias G. Vega, Chairman Q.f 
· the Department Of Modern Languages. 
Panel members first were asked whether 
they favored changing the core and if so, 
why. 
Tillman stated that he believed the core 
should give exposure to students in all 
fields. He added that "the core is a living 
thing. It should not be allowed to fossilize 
in one form." He cautioned, however that 
"the changes must never deviate fro~ the 
ideal that we stand for." Noting the defi-
ciencies in courses at the present time: Til-
Iman said that "many of the courses 
should be examined for th~ir quality." 
Savage, however, observed that empha-
sis should be placed first upon the "vision" 
which the university embraces. He said 
that Xavier University should first ask 
whether it has a vision or not, and if so, 
then modify the core around the vision. 
Savage took issue with Tillman with re-
gard to the latter's concept of a "living 
core." Savage said: "Once the university 
merely reflects sociological changes, it 
ceases to be· truly prophetic." He also 
stressed the need for providing adjustment 
within the core for the student who can 
demonstrate achievement of core subject 
matter through written articulation. 
Carusone expressed a series of views 
which he stated reflected opinions of the 
Business faculty. Observing that a fixed 
core poses considerable difficulties on cer-
tain people, Carusone outlined a "need for 
developing a more personal philosophy." 
Carusone also said he felt a course in ec~ 
nomics or business 'should be required for 
all Arts and Sciences students. Carusone 
added: "There is a need for greater latitude 
for students to choose from among dis· 
ciplines ... the number of free electives is 
insufficient." 
Cusick said that the Biology Department 
:had "found general agreement" with the 
stated goals of Xavier University namely -
"fostering wisdom. within a hei~archy of 
values." Cusick related, however, that he 
saw a major problem involving the ques-
tion of how to achieve the goals. 
Vega, in tum, insisted that in the core-
curriculum, "we have been changing at Xa-
vier. Ever four or five years there has been 
some change." He cautioned however-
"Whatever the change, I hope 'we respect 
our goals and ideals." Addressing himself 
to specifics of the core, Vega remarked· 
"Yes, I would like to see some changes: 
One example is the neglect of classical 
studies at Xavier University. I would like 
to see business people know languages 
too." 
Following the initial statements ques-
tions from the floor provoked comm~nt and 
debate. Mr. Tom Zeno asked Tillman why 
core courses are always the most crowded. 
Tillman replied ihat: "My impression is 
that the Philosophy Departnent is limited 
80 that there are no more than 35 students , 
in each course. I do not find it impossible 
to work with 35 people." Savage then com· 
mented: "Tom Zeno has a good point. It is . 
much more consistent with the philosophy' 
of Jesuit Education if there are smaller 
courses in the core curriculum." 
(Continued on page 3) 
U. Senate views core, athletics, recruiting 
by John Lechleiter fro dmi . ti . lt d t d ts . . b h th . h I Newe Staff Reporter m a . mstr~tors, . acu y, an s u en 1t JS etter t an e p1c~ure. at m°!t sc: oo • . qing, and ~t I~ c~mpetitive with other 
The first Xavier University Senate meet· co
8
tncermnd . .g. · th:rRf~1s .a:o;t h~e.bore •. ·· . ~;r7:•• ,ththe. cou~~Y. o~~nXen.:~a~d,he·f~lt _ acboola bavinar a:llimilar program •... ing 'of the second semester was held Mon· u ent inpu •. e ing no e • as . een wu e c;nms year~ avier 8 ~t- ·Rev. J. Peter BU8Chmann, Director of Ad· 
day, March 12, in the Terrace Room of the slow at beat, and al_thoug~ the. comm1ttee ment effort, s1~ce parochial school semor missions, then re18uecl to the committee University Center. · held an open meeting with students on cla~ses are this yea! smaller than ever, the number of applications for admiuion 
Dr John Rettig chairman of the Univei'· Mtharchl6, o~lythfive stu.~:tst ~~d~e~sed y."hile thoverall P~hl~cordisc~ool toenroo~Bl~ent thus far received. The most notable de· 
. . • ' . . emse v~ w e comlDl a a me. is on e upswmg. zu:: ng nen, crease frOm laat year wu among out-of· 
mty Senates Committee on the Core Cur· Rettig also stated that only four out·of two reasons can be cited as to why the to ri~ul~, reported to the 8!ante ~n ~s com~ nineteen department chairmen have ~nt number of applications thus far received wn women. . 
nuttee s progr~ss 80 far in revie~ng the back completed questionnaires concermng for 1973-74 are more than 100 less than the Mr. Tony B_rueneman, Chmrm8;1' of the 
core. He explained that the comnut~ was the core. The committee's final report will number received at the same time last Senate Committee to study Athletics, then 
presently in the process of receivin~ input be issued in April, at which time, accord- year. The spiraling cost of higher educa- SIJ;Oke ,to the Senate concerning his com·· 
Grill hours 
Decreas·ed 
Grill hour cutbacks, to become effective 
March 23, 1973, were released to the News 
earlier this week by Mr. Jerrold Perry, As-
sistant Director of Food Services. 
Perry said the Grill will close at'7:00 p.m. 
on Fridays and 10:00 p.m. on Monday 
through Thursday. The Grill will close on 
Saturday afternoons at 2:30 p.m. The cut-
back in Grill hours will remain in effect for 
the remainder of the year .. 
Perry told the News Sunday that the cut· 
back in hours was necessary because "we 
(the Food Services Department) stand to 
lose''a great deal of money if we don't." He 
explained that the cutbacks were deter-
ing to Rettig, changes of some kind in the tion, particularly at private schools, has ~~ s progress. He. stated that th~ com-
present core will be recommended. Rettig's forced many students to attend large state mitte~ had firs~ reviewed presen~ mter· 
presentation was ended with Rev. Robert universities or community colleges. More- collegi~te athl~c .P!ograms, and 18 now 
W. Mulligan, S.J., President of Xavier Uni- over, high school seniors seem to be apply-. ~smg the .viab~1ty o~ t~~e programs 
versity, noting that a separate committee ing at a much later date than has pre· 10• light ~f uruv-;r8,1tY pnon~es. ~e com· 
which is studying the objectives of the core viousfy been the case; thus, Xavier can mittee will subm1t its report m April. 
Will issue its report on May 1. expect, according to O'Brien, 120-150 new Finally, Mulligan spoke to the senate 
Following Rettig's report, Rev. Victor applications by June. concerning the progress of pending legisla-
Nieporte, S.J., introduced to the Senate O'Brien informed the senate that 36% of tion which would give Xavier state finan- · 
Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J., Head of Re- the high school students who have partici- cial assistance. Ideally, such legislation 
cruiting at Xavier. O'Brien stated that it pated in the ADAX program have sub- would raise the level of annual effective in-
was his intention to clear up rumors which sequently sent in .applications for admis- come to $15,999. Mulligan indicated that a 
have been circulating concerning dropping sion. Although admitting that at least campaign is presently underway to encour-
enrollment for next year. He went on to seom of the students who participate in the age parents and alumni to write their state 
say that although the recruiting picture at ADAX program "come along for the ride,'' representatives in favor of such legislation. 
Xavier is not particul1;1rly rosy at present, O'Brien termed the 36% figure as encour- Following Mulligan's presentation, the 
meeting was adjourned. The next meeting 
Planning· underway for 
Spring weekend activities 
of the University Senate is scheduled for 
Monday, April 16. 
,.. ~ .. : ' . ·-. :· 
I 
-,1 
mined following examination of losses dur- Special to the News 
ing calculated time periods. Later in the afternoon, the band strikes 
and Logan Hal I. 
Perry cited a Saturday afternoon two Plans are underway to make the week- up on the Brockman Courts for dinner 
weeks ago when only $5.60 was t!iken from end of April 6-8 the most diverse and inter- hour entertainment. The Musketeer Grill 
2:30 p.~. till closing. He went on to say esting Spring Weekend in recent years, ac- ·will be open at the regularly scheduled 
that in other time slots, the grill was cording to Mr. Ray Guye, Assistant Dean hours and the cafeteria is planning a buf-
barely matching the labor costs of staying for Student Development. In recent weeks fet supper. 
open. the social committee, according to spokes· On Saturday, April 7, a "grasser" is 
"The situation was brought up and dis- men, "have been hampered but not detered planned in the "pits" adjacent to the Kuh-
cussed several times with the Food Service · by concert conflicts," and have "launched !man-Husman Complex. Efforts are ·also 
Advisory Board before a decision was a 'no holds barred' effort to sponsor 1.\ underway lo co-ordinate Saturday night's 
reached," said Perry. "The problem is try- campus centered program" emphasizing activities with the Junior Class Prom. Also 
,.ing to keep costs in line .. We could either in- outdoor activities and a wide range of op- under ·consideration at the present time is 
..;· crease the food prices or decrease the hours portunities for inexpensive entertainment. a semi-formal dance to be'sponsored for 
~:and we -didn't want to increase prices at Initial plans include Xavier's first the Seniors, Sophomores and Freshman. 
this time." . Spring Carnival to be held Friday after- Further information regarding booths -.._ 
Perry noted that extended h~urs would noon, April 6, on the mall. Booths for the and entry blanks for .the carnival, spon- ~\,. 
still be available in the Games Room. Spec- carnival will be sponsored by interested sor~d by Pi Sigma Epsilon, will be printed . _ (NewR photo bys. Kunnthl 
ulation on alternatives on Grill service in- student organizations and residence hall in subsequent issues of the News. After almost two weeks of balmy 
elude a vending service which would be wings. Ideas for booths will be reserved on Anyone interested in working on this weather, Xavier students were in for 
available in the grill after closing hours. a first come first served basis. year's program can contact members of the a surprise SaturcJay morning- when. 
Perry said that a decision on this .and There will also be a film showing on the social committee ·or Ray Guye, Assistant ·they awoke to find snow on the 
· , ;other. alternatives has .y.et .to.b.C. made., ... 1. t betw th U · 't C t D t' St l t D l t · d. D'A . - - .. - t' -• · errace•area een e' m.vcrs1 y en et·,, can .or, Ulen · .cue opmen.. . . . . . , , .groun •. . rtagnan.was no excep ion. 
.. 
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Saracina and Moroney propose changes 
We are running for the offices of 
president and vice-president of the 
student body because we believe 
that student government has be-
come removed from the student 
body. We feel that not only has our 
iovemment become unconscious of 
what the students are saying, but 
_also has made no attempt to rel:tify 
this situation. Thia problem has 
manifest itself in a number of 
ways: the student body shows a cy-
nicism toward the ability of stu-
dent government to effect pro· 
grams in their behalf. Student 
government functions and meet· 
inga receive little or no support 
from the student body; the adlnin· 
iatration is at times almost con· 
temptuoua of student government 
in its role as an effective voice of 
student opinion; student govern· 
ment itself has tended to act as an 
(~nd KEEP) offi~e hours to insure courses on the undergraduate level junction with the commuter and Our actual platform is much ~ at we are available to the at~· 6) Fifth semester juniors should dorm councils, a~ould acti!ely more concrete and specific. It is .,:~~·· t~al use Jhe refe~endum in receive a signed statement from the work toward bettering the relations definitely worth reading to get a fi. 
aoci an academic matters, .Registrars office informing them of between ~mu~. and dorm. atu· nal picture of the ticket of Rocco 
We believe that we must stand· what requirements they have ful· d~'!ts, and. improVlng the umveAr· Saracina.Jim Moroney. 
before the administration as lead· filled, and what requirements re- a1t1es services to both groups. 
era who are representative of the main to be taken in order to gradu· few general proposals (much more 5) Establish exchange programs 
student body, a student body that ate detailed in our actual platform): with other area universities on a 
!• aware, ~ncerned, and interested 7) Retention of the pass-fail pol· 1) Expand open house student and faculty level 
1~ c~anging the status quo. Weicy as currently existing . 2) Allow commuters in the cafe 6) Offer a better food variety to 
will, if elected, work both to effect 8) Pr · . h . . • during lunch students at night such a student body and also· eaaure t e .adm1n1Btrat1on · 
present their views to the adminia· for more and better acadelnic coun~ 3) Tighter security · in the pari:· 7) Ma~~ .stronger use of all out. 
tration. Some of the areas we hope selling, including counsellors in the ing ~ot, a?d a better program of door facilities . 
to work in are: dorm parking stickers than the present, 8) Sponsor more . daytime (1:30) 
ADMINISTRATIVE 9) Stronger ~tudent and faculty which curbs car pools and lnidweek social offerinp 
1) We will lobby for stronger atu- representation and a lessening of 4) Opening of intramural facil· 9) Return control of the film com: 
dent representation on the 38 Uni· administrative input on all aca· itiea in the afternoon mittee to 'the students 
veraity committees demic committees and studies 5) More recreational facilities in 10) Stronger use of area and 
2) Work for a total investigation the dorms campus talent 
and breakdown of the General Fee SOCIAL 
elitist group, and several decisions 3) Effect a much stronger in· 
this year have domonstrated a lack tramural program; better publicity 
of regard for the opinions and feel· and more diversity will effect a bet-
1) Stronger central co-ordination 
of all social event sponsoring orga-
nizations, cutting down on con· 
flicts and filling the calendar 
ings of the student body. ter supported program 
We believe that we can and will 4) Attempt to discontinue the 2) Guarantee four major con-
re-open the lines of communication policy of having the Board of certs, and three "big" weekends 
between the student body and Trustees vote on academic matters 3) Strongerefforttousetherefer· 
studdnt government: we intend to ACADEMIC endum in determining· student 
attend Dcirm Council meetings, to 1) Support and actively work for opinion in regard to social events 
to attend extracurricular meetings, a lowering of the present Core cur· 4) Set up a viable speaker's pro-
to attend department meetings, riculum requirements gram, with at least four top-rate, 
etc., along with other approaches 2) More and better inter- well-known speakers 
des~gned to mak~ the sturcture disciplinary courses COMMUTERS AND DORMI-
avrulable once agrun to the general 3) M . d' "d 1 h TORIES student body. ore m i v1 ua researc . . 
· d t "t h d courses - Little has been done by recent 
re-orgaruze an mee wt n a ar · t d · 
working Commuter Council, to go 4) Published teacher and courses u ent_governments to address 
into wings and listen to what the evaluations the particular problems of both on 
students are saying, to establish 5) Institution of law-related and off~camptus studk~nts. _Student governmen , wor ing in con- (News photo by S. Kunath) Rocco Saracina and Jim Moroney 
Zeno· and Lechleiter stress leadership 
For the first time in years, Stu· · · 
dent Government is an effective SOCIAL can be handled through the Stu- ;,w 
force in the university. Because of Student Government must' pro- dent Activities Budget Board \·' 
its leadership committees on the vide a varied social program of which is supported by the General 
Core Curriculum, Inter-Collegiate concerts, films, parties, sym· Fee money. This will be an ex- ~, 
Athletics, the Office of Student Af. posiums, speakers, and cultural ample to the university that unnec- ~· 
fairs, and the Residence Halls were events. We will establish a large so· essary subsidies can be eliminated. · 
established. The reports of these cial budget in order to properly 
committees will have a major effect fund these events. However, funds 
on the university's growth - if provided through the student tax 
they are enacted .. Jn addition, Stu- (ID fee) should not be wasted. For 
dent Government, under its present this reason we will eliminate large-
leadership, conceived and brought loss concerts. This· will not mean 
about mandatory course evaluation an end to concerts! The past three 
every semester, pre-registration years have shown that Xavier 
course descriptions, the Student doesn't have the facilities or enroll-
Activities Budget Board, and the ment to produce expensive con-
Student Government Academic certs. But concerts can be brought 
Grant. For this work to have any to Xavier - as the Beach Boys 
value, it is necessary that Student were - through guaranteed no-loss 
Government commit itself to fur· contracts. We will insure a com-
ther progress in these areas. plete social program for next year 
Student Government must alsc without wasting money. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
The News does not provide 
enough communications between 
Student Government and students. 
We will establish discussion be-
tween Government and students. 
We will establish discussion times 
in the theater, grill, and dorms 
which will enable us to know stu-
dent opinions, desires, and prob-. 
lems. 
provide social events and other ac· 
tvities. Social life for Xavier stu· MONEY 
However, none of these programs 
or the others of our platform can be 
accomplished without capable and 
experienced leadership. We believe 
we have these qualities. We have 
helped organize and participated in (News photo. by S. Kunath) 
Kidday, Pied Piper Coffeehouses, Tom Zeno and John Lechleiter dents is determined largely by Stu This year Student Government 
dent Government. Quite simply, nc had in available assets approxi-
other organization will undertak1 mately $5,000 excluding salaries 
this job if Student Governmen and large-loss concerts, for all its 
doesn't. operations. Since we will not au-
Moreover,. Student Governmen thorize srua~es or large-loss con· 
must critically question and pro certs, we will reduce the ID fee 
pose alternatives to problems fac from $5.00 to $2.50. This will give 
ing the university. Academic re u~ $5,600 ~or next year. Through 
form, rising costs, food service, anc wise spendmg, and effective man· 
the problems of Blacks and womer agement we will have more money 
demand the action of the Adminis for programming while decreasing 
tration. Positive change demands student fees. Additional expenses 
that the President and Vice-Presi-
den t understand these problems 
and know how to act against them. 
The following i:J our outlook for 
next year. 
ACADEMIC 
Freshmen Orientation, 'the Student · • 
the Human Sexuality Symposium, s · Activitie~Budge~oard,theStu- .. m1th and Baum 
dent Affrurs Committee, Manresa, · 
the University Senate, as well asp . · 
the Student Senate. With your sup- · 
P?rt, this _year's accomplishments resent platform 
give promise of "greater things to 
rom~" • 
This is a critical election for Xa- Our reason~ for running for the 
vier. Consider the candidates and ~ffice of President and Vice-Presi-
vote carefully. en~ of the Student Body are very 
basic: 
One, simply a renewed pride in 
~avier University - Its past and 
its present. Xavier is not a Har-
vard, Ohio State, Notre Dame, or 
Kenyon College. It is. a school that 
is willing to take the competent av-
erage student and share a Jesuit 
tradition of education that can help 
th~ student to live life with a cer-
tain freedom and dignity.· 
Third, a belief in the faculty and 
administration, as well as the 
Board of Trustees of Xavier. These 
.are men of intelligence, experience, 
and competence. 
Fourth, that with this renewed 
pride in our University and belief 
in each student we think that trust 
among the administration, faculty 
and student l)ody can be redisco· 
vered so that together we can be· 
come once more a community that 
can· correct Xavier's weaknesses 
and gain support from Xavier's 
traditional strengths. · 
Fifth, we believe in a sense of hu· 
mor and fun and we believe that a 
continued policy of student govern· 
ment which finds its- primary 
means of expression a politics of 
confrontation is no longer benefi· 
cial to this University. 
The large amounts of time, 
money, and effort invested in a col-
lege education require effective Stu-
dent Government representation in 
academic concerns. This year's .in-
vestigations must be turned into 
actual improvements in. academic 
strµctures, personnel, and course 
quality. Support must also be given 
to good academic programs 
whether es ta blishcd or ex-
perimental. We will attempt to se-
cure more electives in the core, an 
investigation into departmental 
majors, and published course 
evaluations. 
... ~ • ~ • ' ' 4 • • • • • • • ' • 
. . . . ' .... '. ' - ' .... ~eVin 'Smith 'arid John Baum 
Second, a belief in every student 
that comes to Xavier and that is 
regi~tered in every program that 
~avier offers. The intellectual abil-
ity :ind ~nterests of students in this 
University are of various degrees 
of competence and cover many in-
terests. We believe that each of 
t~ese students have something to 
giv? because. each has a valid ex-
penence of life. It is our desire to 
~o~k with and for all these varied 
vis1ons.andcapabilities . 
And finally we believe that we 
represent a choice that has not 
been offered in .the past three 
years. 
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CSO to present all-Beethoven concert 
Special to the News playing a Mozart Concerto with lege under the direction of Robert The orchestral· and vocal forces "Thunderstorm, tempeat"; and 
tlie Prague Philaharmonic Orches· Knauf. Soprano Nancy Carr, who will leave Mr. Firkusny alone with "Shepherd's song". 
The Cincinnati Symphony Or· tra at the age of.ten. Firkusny's has soloed with several orchestras his piano to perform Beethoven's Tickets for the Friday morning, 
chestra with Resident Conductor pr.odigious playing made him a including Cincinnati, Boston, Chi· Sonata in D Major, Opus 10, No. 3. March 23 concert and the Satur-
' Erich Kunzel will prese!'t an .All· well-known artist throughout Eu· cago, Detroit and Minneapolis and This work was written in 1 J98 day evening, March 24 concert, are 
.Beethoven program which might rope by the time he was 18. He is presently Assistant Professor of when the composer had fi~st available at the Symphony Box Of. 
be called a "Beethoven sampler" studied piano with Artur Schnabel Voice at the University of Cincin· learned of his hearing difficulties fice 29 West Fourth Street Cincin· 
since it features a wide variety of and was a composition student of nati College-Conservatory of Mu· and the s':'l°nd moveme~t sa:ms to natl, 45202, Phone 381-2660. Prices 
\styles and forms by t~e master noted composer Leos Janacek sic, will be among the soloists. Also express has deep despaar amid the range from $3 to $7. Tickets may 
composer. The repertoire encom· whose piano music Firkusny featured in the Choral Fantasy will overall cheerful mood ~f the so· also be purchased at the door dur· 
passes an orchestral Overture, a recently recorded for Deutscho be mezzo-soprano Barbara Daniels, nata. Some scholars beheve that ing the hour prior to concert time. 
choral work, an unaccompanied pi· Grammophon. a winner of the 1973 Tri-State Re- this is the first of Beethoven's 32 
tano sonata, and·Beethoven's "Pas· gional Auditions for the Metropoli· piano sonatas which begins to dis· 
toral" Symphony. Mr. Kunzel and the Orchestra tan Opera. Other soloists are play the powerful drama so promi- Sharp exchange 
The March 23 and 24 concerts will open the concerts with the Nancy Martin, alo; Barry Cavin, nent in his later piano works. 
1 will feature the celebrated pianist Overture to "TJ;ie Ruins ~f.Athens." tenor; David Baker, baritone; and Following intermission, the Or· at ''core" forum· 
Rudolf Firkusny who is now in his Beethoven enJoyed writing over· Tom Fox, bass. chestra will play the "Pastoral" 
36th consecutive season of con-tures and this.o~e was coml?°sed The Choral Fantasy is in two Symphony·which expresses 
certizing in the United States. He as part of the mcidental music for movements. The first begins with Beethoven's love of nature. Al· (Continued from page 1) 
thas performed with all the world's a play perfor~ed in 1812 to cele· piano solo, the orchestra joining in though the composer often ~ai~ Carusone defended his plan for 
major orchestras under the batons ~rate the openmg of a new theater later. The second movement in· that ~~ intende~ to portray .m~i- requiring one business course for 
of the most renowned conductors m ~esth (then under Austro-Hun- troduces the chorus and soloists cally more feeling th~ pam.tmg Arts and Sciences students beca'use 
·during his 26 European concert ganan rule). . with the piano. again prominent in in sounds," the work is definitely of the unavoidable influence of 
ttours, 10 South American tours, 12 The CSO performance of Beetho- the finale. Interestingly, the Choral "program music." ;8eethoven even business on modern life. Carusone 
Mexican tours, 2 tours of Australia, ven's Choral Fantasy in C Minor Fantasy and Beethoven's Sixth wrote descriptive titles for each of added that he flet the sJ)elling out 
and three tours in Israel. will feature Mr. Firkusny, six Symphony, also on the March 23· the five movements: "Cheerful feel· of Xavier's vision is "a matter of 
Now a naturalized United States soloists, and·a chorus of 184 sing· 24 concerts, were premiered on the ings awakened by arrival in the semantics." This statement ~ ~itizen, Mr. Firkusny was born in ers from Highlands High School same program in 1808 with .the al· ~ounty"; "Sc~ne by the brook',:: prompted Savage to reply: "If we 
Czechoslovakia where he debuted and Northern Kentucky State Col· most-deaf composer conductmg. _ _ M~rry gathenng of country-folk • can't spell out the vision - we 
I • 
·" 
- damned well had better try to." 
MARINE CORPS 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT 
AT $380/MO·.· PLUS ROOM.&. BQ~RD 
(in that scenic vacationland Marine Corps Base, Quantico, V1rg1n1a) 
PROGRAMS FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN 
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES 8t JUNIORS 
• Receive Officer Training this sunimer 
• Be commissioned when you graduate from college 
e Eligible to receive $100 per month while back at school 
e Can be guaranteed assignment to Flight School after college (jets 
or helicopters) 
SENIORS: 
e Be a Marine Officer after you graduate 
• Starting salary $8,67~.oo 
A Marine. Corps representative will be in the University Center 
Building on 26. 27 and 28 March 1973 from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
Savage also cited the example of 
Columbia University's doctoral 
program, in which he stated that 
courses will be required for the 
knowledge of philosophical values. 
In Columbia's Law School, Savage 
added that courses are being added 
in remedial writing. 
A question by Mr. Rocco Sara· 
cina involved the disparity in the 
core hours of Business students as 
opposed to a greater number re· . 
quired of Arts and Sciences stu-
dents. Saracina asked whether 
"Money is talking a little bit more 
than it should in setting up core re-
quirements." 
· In parital reply, Savage alluded 
to a dilemma at Xavier University, 
a dilemma which he said "is ex· 
plained by pre-professional train· 
ing in a liberal arts setting." Sav· 
age concluded that this built in 
tension is attributable to two 
events in Xavier's history: the 
founding of the.graduate schools in 
the mid 1940's, and the creation of 
a separate college of Business Ad· 
ministration in 1961. · 
Following these statements, 
heated discussion ensued between 
advocates of immediate changes in 
Philosophy and Theology require-
men ts and those who viewed the 
core curriculum as an extension of 
a vision. The proponents of the "vi· 
sion" approach called for a con· 
sistent Philosophical approach in 
dealing with the problems of the 
core. 
We're looking for· part-time 
help to promote the campus 
market for film developing. 
Our rep will distribute pro-
motional materials, posters, 
"free" processing coupons, 
etc. No photo experience 
necessary. 
Good money-maker! Your 
efforts backed by college 
newspaper ads. Don't pass. 
this one up. 
r·······-·-··········-~ 
• • Mr. Ron Tyler : I 100 Summers St. I 
I Coolville. Ohio 45723 
Yes, send me the information: 
Name 
Address 
1ty 
State Zip 
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• College or Univ. ~---------------------J 
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(EDITORIAL) 
Editor: 
Who is Accountoble to Whom? 
Well, well, no new problems have ap· plagued by a peculiar· sort of senti~ental· 
peared on Xavier's academic scene, but ism, sometimes called "professional loyalty" 
then neither have any of the old difficulties and sometimes "fraternity"; so the passage 
been eliminated. Our administration's upper of sufficient years allow t~nure to come<· to 
echelons are looking to their inferiors, who the best as well as to the worst with in· 
stare dumbfounded at the students, who sufficient discrimination. It would sound well 
await initiative on the part of the faculty, to say that bad teachers must be· so de· 
who in turn wish that the administration's fended for the sake of protecting even one 
upper echelons would take control. So it excellent professor (who may have somehow 
goes . . nowhere. Reform is lost in the lab· aroused administrative disapproval). Our 
yrinthe. national court system provides a parallel of 
Enough nasty words have been wasted exaggerated regard for the suspected 
on the students and the administration - to guilty in the ope of safeguarding even one 
some, or little, or no effect. Let us now dis· innocent among all the justly accused. In it· 
cuss the faculty. We have admitted that sev· self, such a scheme of things seems lau· 
eral excellent teachers had had and, no dable. Unhappily, however, ofte_n excellent 
doubt, will again have all the most enthou· ·teachers are dismissed because they lack 
siastic pedagogical ideals beaten right out sufficient letters after their names to win 
of their lecture notes by apathetic classes. their brothers' awe; at Xavier, the forthcom· 
Frustration is understandable among mere ing dismissal of Mr. Don Leonard in the 
human beings, but what of the faculty, Modern Languages Department provides an 
those intellectual heroes entrusted with the example. In. such instances, the faculty 
educational future of America (no less)? seems little more than a clique of haves 
Alas, they seem merely human, perhaps less warding off the have-nots in the scramble 
so. The American Association of University for seniority. The A.A.U.P. has failed to 
Professors is theoretically dedicated to the prove itself objective enough:· in accouting 
advancement of adacemic integrity among for the academic integrity of its members, 
its members. Unfortunately, the A.A.U.P. has but fears criteria imposed by any outside 
revealed itself as simply another greedy group. There exists, nevertheless, such an 
union providing fo~ the vested interests of its outside group who posses sufficient power 
flOc:k; the camo_uflage of its vocabulary, not (though they know it not) to overcome even 
the nobility of its motives, sets the A.A.U.P. the most ironclad tenure contracts. I recom-
apart from other unions. Now, unions pro· mend that the students unionize as their 
vide a necessary and proper means to guar· teachers have taught them, or, at least, in-
antee just salaries and j'ob security for their telligently rabble rouse. 
member em~loyees; every American knows Even a tenured professor may be dis· 
that d~ep in the heart of any employ~r missed if his incompetence as a teacher has 
dw~lls 1ust a~other Robbe~ Baron. The big been proven. The necessary procedure of-
bus1~ess of higher education offers no e~- ten intimidates even the most properly ag: 
~epflo.n. But how shall we defend academic gravated students; charges must be brought 
integrity when professors themselves be· and -testimony· provided b t I that 
II · h' Id f . ,,. . , u am sure co~e a co ect1ve s ie or in11:;ompetence '" if any intelligent judge were forced to sit 
their ranks? . through five consecutive, taped classes of 
Each professor is accountable to himself some of the professors on this campus he 
for exc,llence, or the want thereof, in his would settle for the plaintiff as quickly- as 
teaching. Unfortunately, bad teachers sel· possible. I believe that it is the obligation, as 
dom become self-critics. Their colleagues are w~I~ as the right, of students majoring in a 
Freedom of the Press? 
subject· to· purge their respective depart· 
ment. Of course, such drastic measures are 
necessary only in the most extreme in· 
stances. Even so, students who wish to take 
a certain professor into account, but are si· 
multaneously accountable to the whims of 
his grade book, may fear retaliation. In such 
cases, the Student Senate should intervene 
with some actual representative power that 
now is only nominally acknowledged. 
As has been stated, many frustrated 
teachers operate below par; they have 
allowed the wrong slope of our infamous 
bell curve to determine the quality of their 
pre-class preparation and their in-class pre· 
sentation. Fear, occasionaly, provides a suf-
ficiently revitalizing force to the wise. In 
doubtful cases, if the Student Senate pro· 
vided some friendly advice to the teacher· 
in-question that lawyers are being con· 
tacted, the alacrity with which correction is 
achieved might prove surprising. 
Finally, even the best teachers have their 
off days. When, however, such slips become 
a habit, their failings should be pointed out. 
Again, only those students immediately in· 
volved may know, and it is asking a bit 
much of co.nscientious individuals to inform 
their present academic judge about what a 
lousy job he is doing. If, however, his dege· 
neration as a teacher continues, time will be 
provide sufficient opportunity for the class 
collectively to plan a unanimous boo in ses-
sion when the bell calls curtain on another 
rotten performance. Likewise, it would be 
. not all together inappropriate for students 
to applaud certain outstanding efforts on 
the parts ~f their true teachers. · 
It is time for the student body to begin 
flexing its unrecognized muscles. If the fac· 
ulty does not wish to be subject to the pres· 
sures of an undergraduate bully, they had 
better look over our admission standards, 
but first check out themselves. Otherwise, we 
expect complaints only from the in· 
competent. 
-B.Q. 
Spiro Agnew never went this far. They say Philippine 
President Marcos has a death-grip on his press:" Chile's 
publications are little more than formal mouthpieces for 
it's Marxist President Allende. And of course we know 
what ogres Stalin, Hitler, and the other boys were with 
their editors. 
tion that will serve. to eliminate all this dangerous (for 
I , h I The Xav1'er News, desp1'te 1'ts drawbacks, i's the only. recruits) "criticism by students and facu ty' (God e p us 
if that criticism ever ceases). His demagogic proposal, . effective UNMANIPULATED stude.nt voice on· this 
unprecedented among major American u1Jiversities,· campus. If Mr. Shearer does not wholly enjoy its weekly 
bodes ill for the academic life of this school. contents, then let him thoroughly examine the reasons 
why. As for his thinly-veiled attempt to obliterate the 
What the Dean wants. instea_d (of the News) is a Xa· News, let a resounding NO thwart his every journacidal 
Along comes a new name to add to the traditional 
stiflers of free speech, free though.t, and free press. His 
name is Roderick Shearer who, by a cruel twist of fate, 
is also Xavier's Dean of Student Affairs. As presented 
last week, Mr. Shearer envisions a "University" publica· 
vierian Pravda, a house organ that will excrete ~ on 
demand - sanctimonious pap every week shrieking the 
distorted "merits" of this university. It will not matter that 
when the vast quantities of lard are extracted from this 
exercise in doggerel what amount (if any) of truth re· 
mains. 
maneuver. There is more involved here than the per· 
ennial clash between administrators and . the adminis· 
tratees. Our precious Academic Freedom is presently on 
the Dean's Death Row. It will be up to responsible stu· 
dents, faculty, and alumni of this university to determine 
if our Voice gets a reprieve. . 
Bob Heleringer 
Simia Fulgens 
by Tim Hurley 
11------------.News Staff Columnist========= 
Since laziness overhwelmed my 'tracted .my att.ention is, perh.aps, a are helpless, without any real 
good int.entions and left the News touch more serious than the firilt. It power~ 
without' "Simia Fulgens," I have concerns not the state of the uni- This ·raises my second point. In 
heard t.errible tales of trauma and versity, but the lack of_response, ei- realizing their helplessness, the 
disappointment. Orville the Hose, a ther pro or con, to suggestions students are aware of its source. 
well-known ex-<:onvict wh~ reads which concern that. state, which The power which is embodied in 
the moods and sentiments of stu- concern the very eXlStence of Xa- the Board of Trustees and in the 
dent populations with more ac- vier.as a libe~al arts institution. upper echelons of Xavier's Admin-
curacy, than even the Student Af- HaVIng expenenced four years of istration, especially in those to 
fairs Office has informed me that constant student evaluations and which Bill Quinn has addressed 
the girls at the Mount have been proposals concerning matters rang- himself and certainly in the Stu-
boycotting the News since the col- ing from beer in the dorms and in- dent Affairs Office, is incompatible 
umn disappeared, and have threat- tervisitation policie~ to t~e curricu- with any type of real, i.e., powerful, 
ened to kidnap Bill Quinn. Without lum and the rhetonc-reality gap at student participation, despite the 
Wordy Willie the paper expenses of the universi~y, I have reached sev- token presence of student advisors, 
the News would be virtually elimi- eral conclusions. senators, presidents, etc. 
nated, and thousan~ of Muskies First, I don't believe the students I am not claiming conspiracy or 
would never have realized that Mu- - most students, but, for safety's paternalism though both might be 
hami;ned Ali ha~ nothing on ~r. sake, I will say many - at Xavier applicable. i am proposing that the 
Mulhgan w~en it comes to quick are apathetic. Many are concerned, Xavier student is not apathetic, but 
moves and witty retorts. · many are w~lling to discuss th~ helpless, and that the changes 
Bowing to the demands of the problems which confront the um- which have been made and, most 
world's Simiae Fulgentiae, I am versity. Many are even willing to likely, those that will be made, 
writing again, at least for this is- take action through student gov- have and will be enacted not be-
sue, so. that I might expose my nar· ernment, petitions, editorials, etc., cause of student participation and 
cissistic tendencies to anyone who except: They have come to the con- suggestion, hut despite it. 
is gullible enough to believe t~e ?lusion .that ~he~ are unable to real- FINIS 
first hundred or so words of this ize their ob1ecttves because they 
column, and to comment on a few 
aspects of the Xavier community 
which have attracted my attention 
in the last few months. 
While enjoying a discussion , 
about- "The Peter Principle" on a 
recent late night talk show, I could 
_not avoid applying much of what 
was being said to one of Xavier's 
most nourishiilg institutions: the· 
cafeteria. The excuses which are 
given there as policies are even 
more unbelievable than those 
which are served as food. Two 
main questions haunt.ed me: Why, 
if a student wants potato chips 
with a course other than the famed 
salad dish, is he forced to select the 
entire salad plate, remove the po-
tato chips, and dispose of the re-
maining delicacies? It would seem 
that there would be much less 
waste, and much happier potato 
chip lovers if such situations were 
eliminated. Potato Chips for all!!!! 
Secondly, why was the seating 
arrangement changed in such a 
way that several students, espe-
cially those· from Marion Hall, were 
left without their most revered tra~ 
dition? Admitt.edly, the question is 
· a loaded one. Truthfully, the seat-
ing arrangement in the cafeteria 
matters about as much to me as the 
treatment of sense experience in 
Monkeism. The reason for the 
change, however, does interest me. 
When employees of the food service 
WE TIP OUR FARES TO 
-THE YOUTH OF AMERICA 
A special youth rate is o~e 
of the Low Fare Deals 
on Piedmont Airlines. 
For $3 you'll get an I.D. 
card good 'till age 22. 
Good for a reserved seat. 
Good for savings of about 
20%. ·Good anytime, any-
where on Piedmont-
serving over 7 5. cities be-
tween Chicago, New York, 
Norfolk, Atlanta, 
Memphis. Call us, or 
your travel agent. 
FLY PIEDMONT 
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·GENEROUS DISCOUNTS TO ALL XAVIER S_TUDl!MTS:. 
AND FACl,.IL TY MEM~ERS· 
were asked about the change, they 
invariably answered that orders 
had· come "from above," orders 
which, not surprisingly, reqUe&ted 
that the change be made simply for 
the sake of change, innovation. 
The Marionitea, faced with such a 
tragedy, appealed the decision, to 
use the latter term loosely. Unfortu-
nately, little action was taken by 
the cafeteria officials. Finally, 
upon the show of a tremendous 
faith by the student petitioners, 
further revelation instructed the 
cafeteria disciples to return the ta-
bles to their original positions. I 
am truly happy, if not a bit 
amazed, at the reversal. Perhaps 
another miracle is near and I'll be 
able to eat potato chips with any 
course I please. 
Naturally light· 
The second aspect concerning 
the community which has at-
DENNING'S TA>C' 6· 
ACCOUNTING 
SERVICE 
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and 
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Attitude change toward China 
· Dr. Harold W. Jacobson 
U.S. Policy Towards China 
by Bill Arnold 
, supplies, needed aid against.Japan tance of making ~v~rture~ to. oih~r 
and the U.S. was viewed as a pos· world powers. With ·the s11?'1ng .of 
sible source. The Communists were the Shanghai Communique in 
equally interested in contacts with 1972, Nixon stated that ~he U ·~· 
the U.S. as the Americans were understood the Comm~mst pos1· 
This article is the second of a with them. tion with respect to Taiwan, thus 
series covering highlights of the . . ·giving portents of possible future 
STUDENT SUMMER J.OBS 
Learn how to make $100.00 or more per week 
Plus CASH SCHOLARSHIPS. 
For More Information Contact Placement Office 
or reply in writing to: 
STEVE MUELLER 
733 North Bend Road 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45224 
China Institute sponsored on Xa· Dr. Jacobson emphas~ed, how· action. In the world today, Dr. Ja· 
vier's campus this semester by the eve~, that the real dynamics of the cobson felt that the key to China· 
History-Political Science Depart· Umted Front were not underst<>?d U.S. relations would be the attitude 
ment under the direction of Profes· by t~e U.S. 'fl:1ere was surface ~IS· both take to each other's allies -
sor Frank Mc Vay. On March 3,- cuss1on of umty and cooperation. and that definitely includes Tai· L-------------------------... 
1973, Dr. Harold Jacobson, lecturer The concept of any united front wan. · 
on modern Chinese history at The was to the CCP, however, a meth· 
American University addressed the odology in attaining objectives. ----------------------------------------, 
institute on the topic of American The Red Chinese had decided to co· 
foreign policy towards the People's ~perate to set. the revolution in mo· 
Republic of China. tion. The Umted Front eventually 
collapsed when the Nationalists re· Many foreign and domestic oh· 
servers have been critical of the alized that they did not share com· 
mon objectives with the Commu· 
United States for taking a hostile nists. As an instrument of political 
foreign policy stand toward China. struggle, the United Front was a 
American opposition to mainland means to control and as such, the 
Chinese U.N. membership, recogni· Communists desired the United 
tion of Taiwan, and the virtual ig· States to reduce the Nationalist an· 
noring of nearly 800 million people 
. have been the hallmar.ks of U.S. tagonism. 
foreign policy aimed at the contain· The fact is the U.S. policies 
ment of the Communist Chinese. failed. With the United States 
Recent events, however, reveal that unable to conclude post-war strife 
both the United States and China and both sides determined to 
have ceased their mutual antagon· achieve control, President Truman 
ism and seek more amiable rela· in 1950 adopted a wait and see atti· 
tions. Dr. Harold Jacobson's lee· tude in proclaiming neutrality. Sec· 
ture traced the development of retary of State Dean Achesori, in a 
American foreign policy toward crucial pronouncement, delineated 
China from the closing days of the the Asian defense perimeter leav· 
Second World War to the present ing both Korea and Taiwan out. It 
diplomatic detente. · was only when Mao and Stalin had 
Dr. Jacobson presented a critical agreed upon Korea as the testing 
and historical wxamination of sight of U.S. military policy that 
U.S.-China relations beginning the U.S. agreed to muturally de· 
with the first overtures made he· fend with Taiwan a greater portion 
of Asia. tween the United States, the Com· 
munist Chinese under Mao Tse· Dr. Jacobson described U.S. pol· 
:;<\:.1:> \t .... · .. ,.,:l:::r=· .... . 
Friendly feelings and the great taste of 
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be. !I It's the ...... thing.CQke. 
. Tung, and the Nationalists under icy since the Korean War as one in 
Chiang Kai Chek. U.S. wartime re· which "event producing event" ef· 
lations with the Chinese re¥eal fected U.S. policy. With the atmos· 
that the United States was un· phere in the U.S. over the debate of 
knowledgeable of the aims and who lost China, policy. was not 
leadership of the Communist Chi· thought out in terms of long range Bottled ~ncler the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: "The coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati". 
nese Party as well as the dynamics development. For the full period of ----------------------------------------& 
of the internal and domestic poli·. the 50's and 60's, it was difficult to 
tics of the Chinese. In addition, the move toward in any way. 
United States knew little of the fac· In the late 60's however, there 
tors behind the tension present be· was a growing movement toward 
tween the Nationalists and Com· dialogue and reconsideration of 
munists, which during the war was China policy. The Vietnam war 
manifest in the Nationalist's raised questions of Chinese in· 
moves to wipe out rival bands of volvement. Also, the conviction 
Communists. that the Peking regime was firmly 
China was elevated to great rooted and that the Nationalists_ 
power status in World War II in the could not return to power without a 
interest of the Allies to maintain a U.S. spearhead forced a change in 
holding action against Japan. Bog· policy. John Kennedy made it clear 
ged down in the European theatre, in 1961 that American grain was 
the United States could ill afford to available to alleviate the Chinese 
divert resources from Europe to depression; it was rejected. Lyndon 
China. There was turmoil among Johnson, besides the lifting of 
. the Nationalists over the sharing travel restrictions of Americans to 
of resources with the Communists China, could do little in the light of 
for the war effort. However, it was the civil turmoil in China during 
obvious to American observers that the Cultural Revolution of 1966· 
the Communists were taking the 1969, for fear that American ac· 
needed effeetive action against Ja· tions be viewed as taking advan· 
pan and thus the U.S. wanted con· tage of a situation. Finally, the 
tacts. It was also clear that both actions of Richard Nixon repre· 
sides were storing up huge reserves sented a culmination of almost ten 
for a post war struggle. The U.S., years. of slow steps in an ultimate 
therefore, wanted dialogue between direction. With his statement that 
the two forces to establish unity the U.S. could .not forever leave 
against the Japanese, to acquaint China outside the family of na· 
ourselves with the position of both tions, Nixon committed the U.S. to 
sides, and to prevent post war a more pragmatic course of action. 
strife. The United Front, formed In conclusion, Dr. Jacobson said 
and encouraged by the United that it was clearthattheAmerican 
. States, was to facilitate a sharing atmosphere had changed as well as 
of resources between the Nation- the American attitude. The world 
alists and the CCP. situation changed dramatically 
It depended, of course, on cooper· with the break up. of the Moscow · 
ation and action. The Communits, and Peking ideological axis, which 
however, deprived of necessary forced Peking to realize the impor-
MOTORIST INSURANCE COMPANIES 
Auto/Motorcycle Insurance 
Special rates for young drivers. Good Student/Drivers 
Training discounts. Monthly terms. 
~~ . 
·~ 
Phone for rates. · 
MEISSNER /WESTRICH 
3236 Harrison Ave. 
661-4426 
Bud Drinkers, can 
you figure this out? 
Joe walked into a bar one day wanting to buy 4 quarts of Budweise~~. His 
friends Bob and Fred were less thirsty and. wanted to buy only 3 quarts each. 
This particular bar sold only Bud® on tap, and either in 3-quart pitchQl'S or 
5-quart pitchers. Using these pitcher8 as measures, pouring the Bud from one 
to the other, h~w did the bartender measure out exactly 3 quarts for Bob, 
3 quarts for Fred, and 4 quarts for Joe? . . 
I 
,• 
Xavier Nine Opens March 29 
by Rick Sadowaki · . . 
Sporta Reporter Larry Lippa, second baseman Don than ever. The Muakiea will meet 
· · • • Jostworth, and outfielder-turned- the likes of Ohio State, Notre Question: What Xavier yaraity third baseman Dick Cagney. The Dame, Cincinnati, Bowling Green, 
S.XAVIER NEWS------.. 
a~ort has a small budget to. wo~k trio flagging down baseballs in the Illinois State, Miami, and Ohio 
with, a yo~ng and enthusiastic outfield ia made up of Dennis Ober- University during the coµrse of the "'-'------------------------~ 
coach, a mixture of young and helman and sluggers John Phil- season. 
SPORTS 
'old," and (perhaps more im· li d1M k Kn ru · · 
rta ti ) •cto • • 1972 pa an ar e n. A new toumament involving 
ihan ~h~ f=~l~an;'h:s~etball A battle is still going on for the four teams in the area has been set 
teams combined? shortstop position with Bob Pet- up for this seaaon and is expected 
• roski and freshman Roy Carter the to become an annual affair. The 
Answer: The XU baseball_ team. top candidates for that job. An-. Ohio Valley Classic will begin on 
Yea, believe it or not, there ia an other freshman, Roy Troxell, has Thursday, May 17th, and continue 
athletic team on campus that wins apparently nailed down the first through Saturday, May 19th .. Be-
on more occasions than it doesn't! base spot. sides Xavier, the other teams com· 
You'l~ be a~le to see this phenome- As far as the pitching is con- pel.ting will be U:C., Mi
0
ami, and 
non m action a week from tomor· cerned, Wofe said 'we'll use as Wnght !!ltate. This years tourna· 
row. man pitchers as we can." Every °!ent will be hosted by the ~u~-
Th X · · h • Y ki.ea' first round opponent, Miami. e av1er nine opens up t e pitcher on the staff can start or re- Th th thr te ·11 be th 
1973 season with a home contest lieve with the exception of Bob h et c:e er th f,
11 
~s : e 
on March 29th against Hanover Heinz, who is strictly a reliever. 08til 't~Mi e ~ otwing ~ee years 
C ll Un I S am1 S urn agam. 0 
ege. Wolfe doesn't plan to use a set . 
Th M k . ·11 b h d db tart• t ti but · te d will The had weather which plagued 
e us ies w1 . e ea e y s thing ro a on t insl at the Cincinnati area over the week· 
second-year coach Bill Wolfe, a for· use e same sys em as as year. d ~ d C h W If d h' 
mer University of Cincinnati star H 'II t th "tch en iorce oac o e an is 
e use wo 
0~ hree ~1 h e~s ehv- troops into the fieldhouse for prac-
outfielder who had a shot at the big ery game; one p1tc er rmg t go t e ti F · d b t ti rt tel th 
leagues before taking the coaching first five.innings with a reliever go- tece on n abyl tou' 0 kunat 'dy, f e 
b 1 1 · · · h am was a e wor ou s1 e or jo ast spring. Wo fe is optimistic mg the fmal four. On ot er occa- te t . ht d . t th k 
th t h. d ·11 · I t · h · h 'II h n s rwg ays pnor o e wee · a 1s squa WI improve on as . sions t ree p1tc ers WI go t ree d th , t .
11 
h d f 
1 
t 
season's 15-9 record. innings apiece. en so e~ re s 1 a ea o as 
year's practice pace. 
The club will be bolstered by six Two freshmen, Kevin Lyons and W 1~ . h . th t th 1 b 'll t te ff h '72t · l di B'll K lb k b · 0 e1s opmg a ecu w1 s ar r o t e earn, me u ng 1 rumpe ec , are e1ng bett 1 t , d d f 1 h f th ti fi Id d d h l h ·· h' er as year s recor an ee s t e return o e en re out e an counte on to e pout t e p1tc mg th t 't .11 b h' l h fth fi · fi Id · · ff 'd bl a 1 w1 ecuase is payers t ree o e ve m 1e pos1t10ns. sta cons1 era y. "h th ·11· to l d 
. ave e WI mgness earn an 
The returnees include catcher The 1973 schedule is tougher the willingness to work." 
(News photo by S. Kunath) 
Xavier's Baseball team get into the swing of things for their-season opener on 
Thursday, March 29 oil the Xavier diamond. 
Jim McCafferty, Xavier Univ~rsity's Athletic Director announc.ed Xavier's 1973 Football Schedule. 
September 8 
September 15 . 
September 21 
September 29 
October 6 
October 13 
October 20 
November 3 
November 10 
November 17. 
November 24 
Temple University 
University of Cincinnati 
University of Tampa 
· Marshall University 
U. of Southwestern Louisiana 
Southern Illinois University 
Arkansas State University 
University of Dayton 
Northern Illinois University 
Villanova University 
University of Toledo 
Away · (Phila., Pa.) 
Away (Nippert Stadium) 
Away (Tampa, Florida) · 
Away (Huntington, W.Va.) 
Away (Lafayette, La.) 
Away (Carbondal~, Iii.) 
Away (Little Rock) 
Home (Xavier Stadium) 
Home (Xavier Stadium) 
Home (Xavier Stadium) 
Home (Xavier Stadium) 
Missing from this year's schedule most notably is Miami University. Also dropped from last 
year's schedule are Morehead, Quantico Marines, Kent State and Youngstown. 
HIROPRACTIC 
A Dynamic and 
Rewarding Career 
Thi Need For More Doctors Of 
Chirop11ctic ls Increasing 
For information on . career opportunities within the 
Chiropractic Profession fill in and mail to: Chiropractic 
Career, Hamilton County Chiropractic Association, P.O. Box 
11206, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45211 
NAME ••••••• · ••••••••••.••••••••.••••••••• I •• ~ •••••••••• I 
ADDRESS: STREET •••••••••• p ••••••• I •••••••••••• • ••••••••• 
INTERCOLLEGIATE BASKETBALL 
Xavier University brought a close to the 1973 Basketball season 
with its annual banquet, held at Maple Ridge Lodge on Friday, March 
9. 
Awards were presented to Seniors: 
1. Conny Warren for Most Valuabe Player. 
2. Conny Warren for Top Rebounder. 
3. Bob Fullarton for best.Field Goal percentage - 508. 
4. Bob Fullarton for best Free Throw percentage - 786. 
5. Jay Eck selected captain for this past season. 
The Musketeers finished the season with a 3-23 record. About 200 
fans turned out for the banquet to show their appreciation for the 
player's effort this season. 
INTRAMURALS 
Softball registration forms are now available at Fieldhouse In-
tramural office or the Information Desk at the University Center. 
There will be a 16" softball league and 12" softball league. The 16" 
softball league will play on the dorm fields behind Kuhlman Hall. 
Teams may register in only one league; players may play in only one 
league. Eighteen participants to a roster. 
Games will begin from 2:30..5:30 on the hour. 
12" games on Wed. and Thurs. for men 
16" games on Mond. and Tues. for men 
on Wed. and Thurs. for women 
TONIGHT!!!! 
The. Intramural Annual Fee Throw Contest in the Fieldhouse, 7 p.m. 
BE ON TIME. No registration, Trophy to winner. 
Xavier University 1973 Baseball Schedule 
Day Date Opponent Site 
Thursday March 29 Hanover Home 
Friday March 30 Northern Kentucky Home 
Sunday Aprill Butler Home 
Monday April2 Morehead (2) Away 
Tuesday April3 .Miami Home 
Thursday April5 Thomas More Home 
Sunday April8 Bellarmine (2) Home 
Tuesday April 10 Kentucky Away 
Thursday April12 Northern Kentucky State Away 
Friday April13 Ball State Home 
Sunday April 15 Notre Dame (2) Away 
Tuesday April17 . University of Cincinnati Away 
Wednesday April 18 Thomas More Away 
Thursday April 19 Morehead (2) Home 
Saturday April 21 Dayton (2) Home 
Tuesday April 24 Kentucky Home 
Friday April 27 Illinois State Away 
Saturday April 28 Illinois State (2) Away 
Tuesday May 1 Ohio University Home 
Wednesday May2 Wright State Away 
Friday May4 Marshall Home 
Saturday May5 Ohio State (2) Away 
Tuesday May8 Bowling Green (2) Away 
Monday May 14 Wright State Home 
*Thursday May 17 Miami Away 
*Friday May 18 Wright State Away 
*Saturday May 19 University of Cincinnati Away 
*Tournament at Miami University. 
Weekday Single Games ................................. 3:30 p.m. 
Weekday Double Headers ............................... 2:00 p.m. 
· Weekend Single Games ................................. 1:00 p.m. 
Weekend Double Headers ....... : ........................ 1:00 p.m. 
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Xavier's racing team will be on the track April 14 in.Waterford, Michigan. Fis-
. cher;Beverage, the local distributer of Strohs Bee·r is sponsoring the team. · · · · COLLEGE :'.TTENDING •••••••.••• Grad. Date ••••••• 
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Debate team ends JYiij~;d si;; ;j ;;::;::~'~"'';';·;;e~';'I 
S I h d was paralleled by the first night's the lovely grounds around the re- , e. ason ,• p ans a ea by Mary Henkel introductory sessions, during treat house, and to enjoy baseball, 
which the retreatants got '!o know basketball and Frisbee games in 
Earlier this month, a freshman each other in their discussion· addition to more serious pursuits. 
College in Mobile, Alabama. on thP. retreat was held in Milford and at· groups. A group penitential rite Class president Doug McGrath and 
The Xavier University Debate ~eekend of Ma.rch 2-3, 1973. Enter- tended by twenty-three members of late Friday night had its liturgical Stu Jackson even drove a few golf 
Team officially known as the Po- mg as a varsity team, To~ C~z the freshman class. The freshmen counterpart in the confiteor. The balls in the spacious·grassy fields. 
land Philopedian Debating Society, ~nd Don Flyn.n competed 10 six occupied one wing of t~e Loyol!' culmination of the weekend was Whimsically, Jim Hafner in-
is alive and well again in 1973. rounds of ~arsity cross-exam-st~le Youth House on. the spacious Jesuit Saturday night's .eucharistic meal. troduced Irving the pet spider to 
During the 1972-73 season the team debate fac~ng te~ms fi:om Flonda grounds there. Th!ee young people The celebration was a long, intense the group. Peppy the "dog," who 
has been in the process of com- Tech, Sprmg Hill, Pitt, L.S.U., who are not Xavier students also service, innovatively planned by bears more resemblance to a con-
pleting its first full year of com· Sou~h. Alabama, and Pensacola attended. the students . .In his dismissal in· crete block th~n to a poodle, be-
petition since being reorganized in Jumor College. . Commuters predominated in this struction to the students on Sun- crone group mascot. 
1971·72. Founded in 1840, the De· Me~tings are held e~ery Tuesd~y group whose vowed reasons for at· day morning, Jo~ck Coakley ~Id In traditional Xavier style, there 
bate Society is the o~des.t recog- evemng at 7:00 P:m. •i:t the Regis tending ranged from a desire to t~em to .. leave this retreat conti~; was a beer and pizza party late 
nized campus orgamzati~~ and Room of the l!mvers1ty Center. have some tim~ alone to a hope of umg to be Church to each other. ~aturday, highlighted by the gui-
has a long an~· proud trad1t10n of Full dress practice debates are.held making ne~ friends. Father Jack Most of those· in attendance tar playing of Willie Simpson, Bill 
excellence. Dunng the course of the at e~ch of these weekly m~eti~gs, Coakley, Father Bob Erpenbeck, agreed that they achieved the litur- Romanos, and Roger Auer. In 
past seve~al mon~hs, me~b~rs and mterested students are mvited and Jesuit seminarian Mike Crane gical ideal of Christian unity in the traditional Milford style, a few un-
have been 1~volved m a re~mldmg to attend. T~ough research and were group leaders. course of the retreat. The emphasis fortunates took an unexpected dip 
program aimed .at restormg Xa- case prepa;a!ion ha;e ::ken lar~e The program followed by the Jes- on personhood and Christian love in the Little Miami River on Satur-
vi.er's reputati~n among the to~- amoun;s ~ .tim~ a~ e ~t on~ .e uit staff stressed Christian action was borne out by the formation of day. The antics of hallway towel-
fhght schools m the state. This par~ 0 a mvo ve .' ~uc wor is rather than a purely contemplative new friendships and the growth of snappers and the "Tooth-Brush 
year's _efforts have concentrate~ on P~.Yln.g off by providi_ng m~mber!l experience. The structure of the a group spirit in the course of the Brigade" also served as a hit of the 
explormg the nature of American with mvaluable experience m con- k d' t' 't' .11 tr ted w ekend . 't bl. · I' f du · g . d wee en s ac 1 vi 1es 1 us a as- e · mevi a e comic re 1e , rm a re-H eal th Care as the team has de- structmg arguments an organ· . h .1 h b · II th h f 1 · d h N · I I II · te · · 'd d int rnam nt pects of the Mass mt e externa Balmy weather on Saturday treat t at was as1ca y oug tu, bate. t e latidonTah ntehrcof edgia I 1~1tngt~Vl ence use ou e , context of daily life. For instance, blessed the freshmen with an ex- prayerful, and productive· for the Topic Reso ve : at t e e era s1 ua 10ns. . h M . · II th t tte d d 
h Id 'd · the entrance greetmg of t e ass cellent opportunity to appreciate sma group a a n e . government s ou prov1 ea pro- Future plans for the Debate · · · 
gram of comprehensive medical Society include final tournaments 
care for all United States citizens. this spring and preparations for 
Able coaching is provided by next year's activities. The National 
Mark A. Greenberger, a partner in Topic for 1973-74 will he revealed 
the Cincinnati law firm of Freiberg sometime in July at which time the 
& Katz, and Greg Burwinkel, a Team will begin preparing for an-
graduate of Xavier '70 presently other full season of intercollegiate 
employed as a junior executive activity. Any students interes~d in 
with Kenner Products Co. The finding out more about what Xa-
team this season is composed of vier's Debate Society is doing and 
nine hard-working members. Four where it is going are urged to stop 
sophomores include Tom Coz, Don by any of the weekly meetings. 
Flynn, Dave Ellerbrock, and Barb Society President Tom Coz is avail-
Moran; the remaining members, all able for further information in 
freshmen, are Joe Briski, Kirk Room 468 Husman Hall or by call-
("Doc") Hosinski, Paulette Key, ing him at 351-4175. 
Bob Pellegrini, and Paul Thie· The entire team wished to ex· 
mann. press their gratitude to Dr. William 
Primary emphasis this year has Jones, the campus moderator, the 
been placed on gaining experience coaches, and all other members of 
in oollegiate debate for all members the University for their time, assis-
of the team as Xavier has travelled tance, and encouragement· this 
to novice tournaments at Ohio year. Spokesmen for the organiza-
Weslyan, Akron University, Butler tion said they would "do our best to 
University, Marietta College and put .Xavier's name back up among 
Ohio University. The season was the leaders in debate in the next 
highlighted by a trip to Spring Hill few years." 
BEGIN - IMPROVE - CONTINUE YOUR. 
SPANISH IN COLOMBIA, SOUTH AMERICA 
4 weeks - July or August - $415 
8 weeks - July and August - $675 
T.T. Miami-Bogota, Tuition. Room & Board. XU Credits 
Instruction in several levels. 
Special section for Spanish teachers. 
Call or write: 
College of Continuing Education 
Xavier University (Tel: 513-745-3355) _ 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207 
Water Cooled Overhead 
Cam Front Engine 
·Front Wheel Drive 
4-Speed Synchromish 
Transmission 
Power Disc Brake 
1 2 Month or 12,000 
Mile Warranty 
Fully Reclining 
Bucket Seats 
White Wall Tires 
• Air Conditioning 
Able to cruise at freeway 
speeds, the engine is 
water-cooled, overhead 
cam, four-cylinder, four-. 
stroke and transversely 
mounted. A four-speed all 
synchromesh transmission 
is standard, with Honda-
matic~ available as an 
option. 
SEE THE NEW 1973 
HON DAS 
eitit· ·!. . :.~ . ~- . ..-·"''· 
Come In for a Test Drive Today 
CHEVROLET 
HONDA 
1-75 at Colerain Exit 
4124 Spring Grove Ave. 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45223 
P~9ne: 54,·3300 . , . 
\\'hat she needs, 
money can't buy. 
.~~=:~:::?~·::::- :~~:¥ 
There arc old people who 
need someone to talk to. Boys 
who need fathers. Guys in 
veterans' hospitals who need 
someone to visit them. Kids whll 
need tutors. 
We know lots of people and 
-groups who need your help. 
Write "Volunteer," tt~ 
Washington, D.C. 20013.
1
Y' 
We need you; 
The National Center for 
Voluntary Action. 
Author MS. 
Call By Appointment Only. 
WILLIS SiMMONS 
. TYPING SERVic·e· 
2722 Glendora Ave. 281-7155 
fyping.Student Papers, 
JUNIOR CLASS 
PROM 
SATURDAY, APRIL 7 
8:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. 
Friar's Club 
65 W. McMillan 
Price: $3~50 a couple 
Price includes Free ice and mix, 
potato chips and pretzels. 
. Semi-formal 
Band: BITTERSWEET 
ATTE'NT\.ON { ! { 
'PROFfSSOR S .'!I 
' . 
NEED 4 BEDROOMS? 
57 67 
Have large all-brick home on a 
100 ft. lot in Bond Hill near 
St. Agnes & .Bond Hill Schools 
and both playgrounds. Brand 
new 1 5 x 1 5 equipped kitchen; 
4-15 ft. bedrooms on 2nd floor; 
2 extra large bedrooms on 3rd; 
hot water heat; 2 car garage. 
" =XAVIER NEws=========l 
ON CAMPUS 
Chicago, Blood, Sweat and Tears, Gilbert O'SUiiivan all rolled into 
one? 
That's the attraction in the Main Dining Hall for Thursday evening, 
March 22. Resident students and their guests will be treated to a mod-
ern variation of the dinner music theme. The dining room goes Supper· 
Club!!! 
The Tidal Wave Rock Band is an off-shoot of the Naval Academy's 
Stage Band ans has been scheduled into Xavier through the efforts of 
Lt. James Schraff, an M.B.A. student at the university. The eight man 
group features three trumpets, trombone, organ, lead guitar, Fender 
bass and drums arid has combined credits which include performances 
with Aretha Franklin, Ella Fitzgerald, Woody Herman, Tom Jones, 
Trini I,.opez, Jim Bailey, and The Temptations. 
Anyone interested in rock. and/or jazz shouldn't miss the opportu-
nity to stop in and hear the group from 4:30 to 5:30 on Thursday. Since 
the most notable characteristic of the group is their love for music, 
they might be susceptible to an encore if persuaded by fellow music 
lovers. 
:,' ~ .. :. 
SPECIAL NOTICE 
Have yQu written to your State Assemblyman or 
Senator about improving the Ohio Instructional 
Grant Program? An improved grant program is vi-
tal to the future of the University. Write today! Our 
Goals ... 
Family Adjusted Income Factor ........ $15,999 
Maximum Grant ......................... 1,500 
No Student Employment Income to be Figured 
into Adjusted Family Income. 
WANT TO GET AWAY FROM THE DORM? 
WANT TO COOK YOUR OWN MEALS? 
. Carpeting. This is a low upkeep, One- and two-bedroom apartimmts - Victory Arms - Victory 
extremely livable home. Parkway at Asmann Avenue - n ten-minute walk North from 
ADAM;WESTERK~MP. . the .campus - Con.tact Re_s.ident .. Manager,,4087. Victory Park-
891-4306 ' . way, Apartment 113, Ph. 281-8796. 
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